Input Field Samples for Typinator

This Typinator set contains a few sample snippets that demonstrate the input field feature of Typinator 5.1 and newer.
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Usage

These samples are not meant for production purposes; they just demonstrate a few uses of the input fields and variables, which are available in Typinator 5.1 or newer. You will see what you can do with input fields and can use these samples as starting points for your own snippets. For more information about input fields and variables, please see the section Variables and interactive input fields in Typinator's User's Guide (select Help from the Typinator menu to access the document).

Import the set and try the abbreviations in the order below. The snippets do not require any other extras.

?mreply produces a mail reply that addresses a person by name and mentions a product in four places. Try this, for example, with the name "John" and a product name "CoolThing".
?future asks for a number of days and then tells you the date this many days in the future. This snippet uses an input field to set the value of the built-in dayDelta variable.
?offer creates a formatted text letter template with a right-aligned date and a scanned image of a signature. It asks for a person's name, a product name, and the remaining days of a special offer, together with the offered discount. When you have tried ?mreply before, you will find that the person's name and the product name are already filled in.
?for generates a for statement in the syntax of C-like programming languages. If you don't know what this means, you can safely skip this sample without missing anything. When you type ?for, Typinator asks for the name of the control variable and the starting and ending values of the for loop.

The items whose names start with "set" and "special" belong together. They demonstrate the use of two variables across multiple snippets. Try them in the suggested order.
These items assume a hypothetical company that sells watches. The top models are the Cool Watch and the Smart Watch. The snippets demonstrate how Typinator can be used to maintain the prices of these products and reuse them in multiple expansions.

?setprices asks for the prices of both watches. Type ?setprices once and enter values like 42 and 56. The snippet does not produce any result. When you click "OK", the typed abbreviation just disappears. Typinator remembers the values in two variables cool_price and smart_price. Note that nothing happens when you click the Cancel button. The typed abbreviation will not get deleted, and the variables will retain their original values.
?setreport works like ?setprices but displays a message about the original and new prices. When you have used ?setprices before, the old values should appear in the input fields. When you modify them and click OK, the resulting message shows the old values and the new values. Note that the markers before the assignment refer to the original values, whereas the markers after the assignment yield the modified values.
?special-cool and ?special-smart display short phrases which refer to the previously entered values of the variables cool_price and smart_price, respectively. Since Typinator remembers the variables, they will still have the same values after you quit and relaunch Typinator or restart your computer.
?special-text creates a sentence that mentions both watches and their prices.
?special-table produces a formatted text fragment with a simple table. To see this in action, you need to type this abbreviation in an application that supports rich text (for example, TextEdit). Note that the prices appear in bold because the markers are formatted as bold in the expansion text.

You can find further examples for uses of input fields in the "Typinator Scripting Extras" sections on our Download Extras page. For example, the "Conversions and Roundings" package comes with samples that show how you can use input fields to specify currencies and amounts used by the conversion script.

